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A powerhouse lineup of repair solutions
from the global leader in diagnostics

Professional Diagnostics
The next generation of scan tools with the most advanced OE level vehicle coverage
supporting scanning, live data access and complete bi-directional functions.

Heavy Duty Diagnostics
Heavy duty solutions to help you get
the repair done right and the vehicle
back in operation.

ADAS Recalibration
A seamless, full-system solution that
guides you from setup through calibration
in half the time.

Solutions for every job.

Test, Tune and Analyze
Test, analyze and diagnose your vehicle
electrical and mechanical systems.

boschdiagnostics.com
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MOBILE TIRE SERVICE
IS A SOLUTION,
NOT THE SOLUTION

M

obile tire service is indeed a hot topic.
After semi-retired shop owner Bruce Eccles wrote about his distaste of
mobile tire service, we received plenty of feedback. You can see most of
that on our Letters page.
We also received feedback from Fountain Tire, the company that
sparked Eccles’ desire to write about the topic following its announcement in the fall
about offering the service in B.C.’s Lower Mainland. The company wanted to explain
its rationale and explain why this venture is indeed good business.
You can read Fountain Tire’s thoughts on Page 23, written by Nason Higinbotham,
the company’s general manager of its B.C. and Yukon stores.
Both views have merit. This initiative requires much investment, we’ve seen it fail
and it can’t provide full vehicle servicing, as Eccles noted. But, Higinbotham pointed
out that the industry needs to find ways to adapt to changing times. Much of mobile
tire service centres around convenience. In an age where you can hop on an app to
have groceries delivered or an electrician at your door, why not tire change service?
There is a very real consumer desire for more convenient options. But those offering
mobile tire service have to work around many issues, such as working in unpredictable
conditions, low margins, associated high costs, liability concerns and more. It’s not an
easy initiative.
Then again, it’s hard enough to get people in the doors of a repair facility in the first
place. Instead of trying to bring customers to us, this idea takes us to them. And while
changing their tires, we can take a quick look around the vehicle. Open the hood and
poke around; roll under the car and check a few connections — or simply ask them if
they have any concerns about their vehicle.
If something seems amiss, they can be advised to bring the vehicle into the shop. The
company rep there to change tires can do what only can be done when the customer
walks through your doors: Educate them about the importance of regular maintenance
and inspections, as well as on being in a proper service bay environment. Chances are
the customer will not set foot in your shop until they hear something clanging. But at
least they have been introduced to you through this service and know
that you’re there to assist.
The aftermarket’s reputation needs all the help it can get. If this is a
way to bridge the gap, it may be a worthwhile endeavour.
That said, mobile tire service should not be looked at as the single
solution to the aftermarket’s many concerns. But it can indeed be part
of it. Let’s look at how to resolve some of those issues around mobile
tire service to make it more viable.
We need new ways to reach customers. And maybe old ideas
just need a little bit of tweaking. At a time when more customers
prefer to visit only their dealer, the aftermarket could use some
innovation.
Let me know what you think.
You can reach me at
adam@turnkey.media

Adam Malik
Managing Editor, CARS
w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m
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What’s on your mind?

LETTERS

We want to hear from you about anything you read in
CARS magazine. Send your email to adam@turnkey.media

RE: SHRINKING AFTERMARKET
SUSTAINABILITY
I agree with Bruce. This would be the same as fast lube shops
telling customers their vehicle is safe. A vehicle needs to be
fully inspected whenever any service is done due to a liability
issue. These mobile jobs being done in bad weather only breed
shortcuts. Vehicle services should only be offered in trusted
repair shops not in lane ways or parking lots. These businesses
who chose to offer this service are only asking for trouble.
No one can forecast all the possible scenarios. Consumers
rely on their vehicles being safe. With the changes in weather
in Canada, finding licensed people to work outside will be
challenging to say the least. Other factors that will effect this
type of operation are fuel and insurance costs. Mobile services
cannot be done in parking lots due to liability on the property
owner and this includes apartment buildings and town house
complexes. Just educate your customers and keep them
coming back. They trust you.
Bob Ward, The Auto Guys

Post | Find

CAREERS
All in one place

I have just read Bruce Eccles article on mobile tire changing
and could not agree more. Mobile tire services increases the
span of vehicles not being correctly inspected in a proper shop
environment. What can we do as a group to educate not only
all the other shop owners but the public as well? Also, the
same could be said about the rapid lube shops who don’t have
qualified personal.
Tim Adams, Adams Service Centre Ltd.

These are all very valid points. On all of my invoices to my
customers it reads: “Come back within 1 week or 100km to
retorque the wheels.” Not only to ensure the customers safety,
but as a liability concern as well. Is the mobile service actually
going to drive to each location twice in order to ensure that
nothing has come loose? Highly doubtful. Wheels coming off
on the 400 series highways were at an all-time high this year. I
wonder if this has anything to do with it? My doctor or dentist
don’t come to my house for a partial inspection either to save
me a buck. Why should the motorized vehicle we rely on to
keep us safe be any different?
David Sumner, Sumner’s Auto Service

Driveway tire changes. A nice idea that is not even a little bit
practical. How many times can you lift a vehicle on uneven
surfaces before an accident occurs? When the wheel comes
off and the wheel studs are damaged and now the vehicle
needs to be towed to be repaired? Maybe the wheel nuts are
all swollen and cannot be safely removed and reinstalled;
the vehicle may need a tow again? The skill level to deal with
these kinds of challenges is pretty high. Can you realistically
expect to pay a professional technician to drive to the site,
conduct the service and also report to the client the most basic
safety observations? In Ontario, technically, only a licensed
technician can report on the condition of the brakes. I would
think that a vehicle that had the tires changed in the driveway
could be a huge liability given all the things that could go
wrong or get overlooked during this most basic of required
services. You really can’t blame the consumer; they assume
that there are rules in place to help protect them, their vehicle
and the other drivers around them. I agree that looking at the
Go Tire example is a pretty clear lesson. They tried pretty hard
to make the concept work and in the end, had to give it up.
Conducting vehicle service in the driveway is unprofessional,
unsafe, and demeans professional technicians.
Eric Mileham, Green Tree Auto Care

autoteccareers.com
The online job search network for
the Automotive community.
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To read the story “Shrinking aftermarket sustainability,” go to
autoserviceworld.com/shrinking-aftermarket-sustainability

NEWS

BOB GREENWOOD GETS
HIGHEST AIA HONOUR
HE HELPED SHAPE

aftermarket businesses of all kinds,
coached leaders throughout North America and was a
counted-on presence in the Canadian automotive aftermarket.
And now the late Bob Greenwood has been recognized
with the Distinguished Service Award from the Automotive
Industries Association of Canada.
Greenwood died suddenly in September at the age of
71. Following his loss, letters of condolences and memories
poured in. His impact on the industry was far and wide.
At the AIA Canada Annual General Meeting in May, Zara
Wishloff, president and CEO of Edmonton-based Automotive
Parts Distributors, announced Greenwood would receive the
association’s highest honour. The award is presented to those who
provide outstanding leadership that contributes to the growth and
development of the Canadian automotive aftermarket.
Long-time Toronto shop owner and former AIA chairman
John Cochrane (pictured) accepted the award on behalf of
Greenwood and his family.
Greenwood worked with many jobbers and shops
throughout the aftermarket. “In fact, many of the most
financially productive successful entrepreneurs within the
independent sector today benefited from his mentorship over
the years, and I can speak firsthand to that,” Wishloff said.
Cochrane spoke to the standards Greenwood tried to set
in the industry, from the appearance of the business to the
appearance of the shop owner and staff.
“Bob was a big advocate of the independent service repair
industry. He wanted to elevate their image and professionalism,
and most of all to profitability. He believed you dress for success.
You never saw Bob within a suit and a tie, even when he visited
repair shops across the country. I’m wearing a suit today, out of
respect for Bob,” he said.

John Cochrane accepts the 2022 Distinguished Service Award from AIA Canada
on behalf of the late Bob Greenwood

EyeSpy

Have an interesting picture to share?
Send a high-resolution image to
adam@turnkey.media

NEW CHAIRMAN, BOARD
MEMBERS FOR AIA
JASON YURCHAK officially

took over as chairman of
the Automotive Industries Association of Canada for the
upcoming year.
Bob Jawarski moved to the past-chairman role. The
executive committee is rounded out by Shannon Spano as first
vice-chair and Ryan Bruno as second vice-chair.
Three new members were elected to the board of directors:
Pamela Lee, chief operating officer and chief financial officer of
Mr. Lube Canada; Joey Miceli, chief operating officer at Group
Del Vasto; and James Channer, co-founder and chief operating


MR. DIY PLOW
Sue-Ellen Morrison co-owner of Barrie AutoCare Centre
in Barrie, Ont., sent in this photo shortly after a late spring
snowstorm. It seems the vehicle’s owner didn’t feel like
picking up a shovel and instead strapped a door to the front
of the car to clear a path. Unfortunately, a new grill for the
car was needed after this DIY job.
w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m
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NEWS

officer of In Motion Brands.
They will serve on the board until the
2025 AGM.
Graham Jeffrey — who won the 2022
Young Leader of the Year Award — was
elected to a one-year term. He is vice
president of automotive merchandising
at Canadian Tire.
The other directors are Steve Leal Bill
Hay, Craig Jalbert, Derek Suen and Tony
Kuczynski.

RISING GAS PRICES
TO SLOW DOWN ROAD
TRIPS
A NEW industry survey reported that a

significant number of Canadians will be
staying closer to home this summer as gas
prices keep setting new record heights.
Gas prices hit new highs again in early
June with the national average price per
litre across the country hitting 205.7
cents. Gas prices hit about $2.33 per
litre in British Columbia. Alberta is the
cheapest on average at just under $1.80
per litre as Canadians are responding
by ditching plans to get behind the
wheel, according to the Tire and Rubber
Association of Canada (TRAC). The
survey, carried out by Leger, found that
two-thirds of drivers reported that fuel
prices will force them to cancel or limit
plans for road trips this summer.
Young drivers were most likely to
change plans. Three-quarters of those
aged 18 to 24 planned to hit the brakes.
With air travel not an option for
many, road trips became a popular way
for people to get out. People hit the
road at pre-pandemic levels in the third
quarter of 2021.
The survey also found that four in five
believe high gas fuel prices are here to stay.

HIGH COST OF GAS
WILL AFFECT AUTO
REPAIR
HIGH GAS PRICES will affect how
consumers view auto repair needs

in a few ways, according to a recent
Aftermarket iReport from Lang
Marketing.
“If gas prices remain high through
the year, the typical family is looking
at spending an additional $2,000 at
the pump during 2022. This will have
significant consequences for how
consumers manage other expenditures,”
said the report, Raging Gas Prices
Shake Up the Aftermarket, Analysis 3:
Consumer Auto Repair Behaviour.
With higher prices, vehicle owners will
look to more DIY options to save money,
particularly on routine maintenance.
“This will increase the product share
of the do-it-yourself market during
2022, slowing and perhaps reversing last
year’s recovery of do-it-for-me repair
from the DIY surge in 2020 promoted
by COVID-19,” Lang’s report said.
With a higher cost of gas comes
reduced vehicle usage. So customers who
used to visit a store in person for products
will now look for online options.
“Eliminating the trip to a retail
outlet will cut the cost of needed parts
(by reducing driving) in addition to
whatever savings might be available
from online sources,” the report said.

WHY CANADIANS
CHOOSE DEALERS
OVER INDEPENDENTS
MORE CANADIANS will

choose to
have their vehicles serviced only at a
dealer than only at an independent
shop.
A recent report from the Automotive
Industries Association of Canada
looked at what drives some owners to
visit dealerships while others choose
independent shops.
Dealership vs. Independent: How
Canadian Vehicle Owners Choose a
Service Provider found that 26 pe cent of
Canadians will always go to a dealership
while 22 per cent would only visit an
independent shop. In the middle, 53 per
cent said they use both.
The report found that 9 per cent

of Canadians do all maintenance and
repair themselves or have someone close
to them do it for them. But 36 per cent
said they do at least some and have a
professional do the rest. More than half
(54 per cent) have an automotive service
professional do all of their work.
The most common DIY work are tires
(changing or checking pressure) at 42
per cent of respondents, changing oil
(36 per cent) and brake systems (19 per
cent).
Almost two-in-five Canadians (38
per cent) believe dealership technicians
are better trained than those in an
independent shop. Furthermore, 31
per cent believe their vehicle’s warranty
would be void by vising an independent
shop. Another third (32 per cent) feel
overwhelmed when bringing their
vehicle in for service.
Those who only choose an
independent shop said they do so
because they feel they are getting a better
deal or a more fair price (39 per cent) and
that they are cheaper than a dealer (25
per cent). One in five cited trustworthy
or reliable service from an independent.

COLONIAL JOINS
UNI-SELECT
will move
under the Uni-Select banner.
Uni-Select announced that it had
“entered into a strategic agreement”
with Colonial Garage & Distributors
Limited and its affiliated companies,
which includes Colonial Auto Parts..
Family-owned for almost 100 years
and previously a member of Bestbuy
Distributors, Colonial supplies
automotive aftermarket parts through
its 20 locations across Nova Scotia, New
Brunswick and Newfoundland and
Labrador.
Uni-Select highlighted “Colonial’s
strong reputation” and the commitment
of its 150 employees who provide a high
level of customer service and support.
Colonial marked 55 years with
Bestbuy in 2021. Its president Douglas

COLONIAL AUTO PARTS



Squires noted the opportunity to grow beyond its current landscape as an enticing
reason to join Uni-Select.
“With its extensive warehouse network and strong vendor relationships, UniSelect offers us the scalability we have been missing to expand and grow our
business to the next level. We have been thoroughly impressed by the knowledge,
professionalism, and flexibility of Uni-Select’s senior leadership team,” Squires said in
the announcement.
Colonial’s stores will convert to the Bumper to Bumper banner in Nova Scotia and
Newfoundland and Labrador. It will also keep its own identity and name in its local
market where it is well known.

Franchise Opportunity available,
email Sales@hotspotautoparts.com

Brake Rotors and Drums
Brake Pads and Shoes
Brake Calipers
Hub Bearings
CV Axles
Chassis Parts
Complete Strut Assembly
Shock Absorbers
Strut mounts
Radiators
Water Pumps
Steering Pumps
and Racks and Pinions
Steering Gears
Starters and Alternators
Batteries
Oil Pans
Fuel Pumps
Wiper Blades
Ignition Parts and Coils
Fuel lines
Exhaust Parts, Universal
Converter, and Flex Pipes
Misc Automotive Parts

HOTSPOT AUTO PARTS
939 Warden Ave Scarborough ON M1L 4C5
Info@hotspotAutoparts.com | www.hotspotautoparts.com

An Automotive Warehouse Distributor
w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m
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Class act

EDUCATION

A special section dedicated to showcasing
automotive trade schools

CARS will regularly feature automotive schools across Canada.
In this issue, we learn more about Red River College Polytechnic in Winnipeg,
Manitoba. If you’d like your school featured, reach out to
adam@turnkey.media.

Name of school: Red River College Polytechnic
City: Winnipeg, Manitoba
Head of program: Tom Grant, chair of transportation. Dustin
Blackwell, academic coordinator

Tell us about your school. What do you offer? How many
students do you have?
Red River College Polytechnic (RRC Polytech) is
Manitoba’s largest institute of applied learning and
research, with more than 200 full- and part-time degree,
diploma and certificate options delivered at eight
campuses around Manitoba, as well as through online and
distance learning.
RRC Polytech offers Transportation programming at
the Notre Dame Campus (NDC) in Winnipeg. There
are more than 300 full-time students enrolled in the
following transportation programs: Automotive Technician
Certificate and Diploma; Heavy Duty Mechanic Certificate;
Marine and Powersports Technician Certificate; Collision
Repair and Refinishing Certificate; Automotive Technology
Diploma; Truck Transport Technology Diploma The
department also offers apprenticeship training programs,
which currently trains close to around 200 additional
students. The department also delivers Product Service
Training in partnership with General Motors and Stellantis
(formerly Fiat Chrysler).
RRC Polytech offers training in the automotive industry to
meet students at any stage in their career: From certificate
and diploma programs for the foundational skills needed
to enter the industry, to apprenticeship training to become
a journeyperson, then continued manufacturer training to
stay current in the industry.

How are you preparing today’s students to be tomorrow’s
automotive service professionals?
By constantly updating our programs and courses, we
ensure training to current industry standards. This would
not be possible without our dedicated instructors and their
focus on life-long learning. Having followed the paths many
of our students are on, our instructors can provide expert
guidance and mentorship. Our partnerships with leading
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), private donors,
and industry elevate our training environment that bolsters
our students’ success.

What unique experiences are available to students?

Why is this an exciting time to be a student in an
automotive trade school?

Students at RRC Polytech get hands-on training in
modern, state-of-the-art shops with access to the latest
industry tools and technology. Students spend about half of
their time in the shop practicing their foundational skills,
and all certificate and diploma programs have three weeks
of field experience where students demonstrate their newly
acquired skills in real industry settings — essentially, the
world’s best job interview. RRC Polytech maintains strong
connections with industry, which means we continue to
provide skills that are in-demand.

With vehicle electrification at the forefront of industry, we’ve
developed an Introduction to Electric Vehicle Technology
course that prepares technicians for the in-depth training
of electric vehicle systems and diagnostics. The educational
foundations we provide in our programs are designed to prepare
students for this new, highly technical training. Our academic
area often works alongside RRC Polytech’s applied research
programming in the Vehicle Technology and Energy Centre, so
students get real world experience in applied research projects.

10 M AY / J U N E 2 0 2 2
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By The Numbers

Stats that put the North American automotive
aftermarket into perspective

15.2 years

36%

The average age of domestic nameplates
soared over the last 10 years to a new
record-high. This is four years higher than
foreign nameplate cars.

The most important consideration of
buying a car is the purchase price for
more than one-third of Canadians.

38%

Canadians who believe
dealership technicians are
better trained than those in an
independent shop. Another
31% believe they’d void their
warranty by visiting an
independent shop.

Lang Marketing Aftermarket iReport

Canada Black Book

AIA Canada

53%

40,500

Annual searches on Google for
DIY tinted windows, the most
popular DIY car trend. Car
wrapping was second at 20,400.
GoShorty

46%

Canadians’ intention to buy a new
vehicle in the next two years. That’s
up from 44% one year ago but
down from 52% pre-pandemic.
Canadian Black Book

The number of Canadians cancelling
to modifying road trips due to high
gas prices. This was highest among
young drivers with three-quarters
saying so.

Canadians who say they use both
dealers and independent shops
for vehicle repairs. Meanwhile,
26% only go to dealers and 22%
only visit independents

Tire and Rubber Association of Canada

AIA Canada

90%

ADAS work that is sourced out to dealers because aftermarket repair
shops can’t do the work. Collision shops outsourced US $177 million
worth of ADAS calibration work.
ADAS Aftermarket Ecosystem 2030

How many Canadians are likely to
reduce the number of vehicles their
household owns. Another 18% are
more likely to use public transit while
19% will use ride-sharing services.

6.47

Canada’s score out of 10 on automated
vehicle readiness. This placed Canada
sixth in global rankings. The U.S. topped
the list with a score of 8.62.

Canada Black Book



Confused.com
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

SOLVING PROBLEMS

Just as you diagnose vehicles in your bays, shop owners need to diagnose and fix issues affecting their business

T

he Canadian independent automotive sector is a
booming market. But it’s one with several challenges
on the horizon.
To look forward, let’s reflect on the past. With
the introduction of airbags, hybrids, controller area network
(CAN bus) or other multiplexing systems such as Ethernet
or FlexRay, some believed each would lead to the end of the
industry. Of course, that wasn’t the case.
The goal is to learn how to steer our businesses to defy the
hardships and succeed despite of them.

of accomplishment. You aid in their retention by ensuring
this happens. Furthermore, independent tech training focuses
on the principles of the technology that can be applied to all
vehicles. This gives your tech a sharper knife in their pocket
when it comes to diagnostic skills.
In time, practical and online training will steadily improve
to compete on the same level as franchised dealers. You
need to be ready. As the shop owner, employ enthusiastic
and curious staff and set aside a budget for training for
approximately 10 days per year.

TECHNICIAN SHORTAGE

DATA AVAILABILITY

When I started as an apprentice in 1991, all the seasoned
technicians around me were telling me I was in the wrong
trade. Fast-forward 30 years, some of us adopted that same
attitude.
But the shortage will now come from emerging electric
vehicle brands such as Rivian, Polestar and Vinfast, to name
a few. They will demand technicians and staff. Dealers will
always be a threat as well.
You as a shop owner are also a threat if you don’t act
strategically. It all begins with you by providing direction for
your team through strong vision and leadership. And if you’re
investing in better facilities and training, your shop will be
tough to beat.
Remember: People leave people, not companies.

‘Right to repair’ and the accessibility of the manufacturers
repair manuals for independents is a constant and ongoing
challenge. However, we are looking in the wrong place for
the threat. Companies such as Alldata and Mitchell are pretty
good, and we have all turned to Google for a spec or an
answer.
Cloud-based vehicle updates and data streaming that
automatically send data to the manufacturer when there is a
problem or fault is the focus here. The vehicle has the potential
to alert the dealer to contact the customer for diagnosis, repair
or simple maintenance such as brake pads.
What could this mean for our customers in the aftermarket?
We must give them a good reason to turn to us instead by
building not only repeat customers, but loyal customers.
Shop owners and staff must home in on building the
relationship with the customer through CRM platforms and
social activities so that as these topics arise, customers will
think of them first.
Your training as a shop owner is just as important as
your team's. This appeals to others to join our journey while
supporting them as we tackle the problems together. Now is
the time to change your mindset.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
Myth: As the advances in EV and technology speed up, our
perceived gap to the market increases.
In reality, this should be considered an advantage for the
aftermarket. While our technicians are in the field learning
about the product, the dealer is behind dealing with the
warranty issues.
When a dealer technician goes to training, they will learn
that brand's way of diagnosing and repairing. That is great, but
a luxury few of us can afford.
Properly trained technicians are empowered with a sense
12 M AY / J U N E 2 0 2 2
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Greg Aguilera

is a director of IARN Canada, an organization dedicated to management
development of independent repair shops in Canada

Onthe Road
Lordco’s 32nd Annual
Tradeshow
April 4-5, 2022
Vancouver, British Columbia



Lordco Auto Parts hosted its first live and in-person tradeshow
since 2019 at the Pacific Coliseum & Agrodome. The COVID-19
pandemic cancelled the in-person shows the last two years. Attendees
and exhibiting vendors were excited to be back live at the first major
Canadian aftermarket event since the pandemic began. Attendees were
able to take in what suppliers had to offer for parts while also checking
out the latest in tools and equipment. Lordco customers were also able
to take advantage of tradeshow pricing during the event.
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ADAS:
GETTING UP

ADVERTORIAL

TO SPEED

It’s essential to not simply learn the
basic concepts behind today’s vehicles’
many advanced systems but also be
knowledgeable about the different ways
each brand and model uses the data
from these input devices—including the
cameras and radar sensors—to control
how the vehicle reacts. Therefore, it falls
on the technician’s shoulders to learn the
systems of the vehicles they most often
service and continues to keep up with
emerging trends.

Many, if not most, of these vehicles have
camera-dependent systems such as
Braking (AEB) with pedestrian detection
and even some Blind Spot Detection (BSD).
And these are just the basic systems at this
time. The front-facing cameras are also
used in traffic sign recognition, automatic
parking, cross-traffic alert, and adaptive
lighting systems. These technologies’
emergence and increasing popularity have
added layers of complexity, time, and cost
to vehicle repairs, including glass repair
and replacement.

So, it’s more than comforting that Autel, a
leading developer of automotive diagnostic
scan tools, produces two ADAS calibration
systems, the MaxiSYS Standard Frame,
and the MaxiSYS MA600, a mobile frame
system. Both systems provide upgradeable
options to enable technicians to efficiently
calibrate cameras, night vision, Lidar, and
radar-based systems that are instrumental
to vehicle operations and the safety of
its passengers.

The Autel calibration systems include
patterns, targets, radar, and night
vision calibration tools used with the
MaxiSYS ADAS software.

THE ONLY FRAME TO PERFORM
ADAS CALIBRATIONS & WHEEL ALIGNMENTS

Close to 60 million vehicles with an
Advanced Driver Assistance System
(ADAS) are on the road today. Either by
government regulation or vehicle brands
wanting to meet consumer desires, that
number will only grow.

As of May 2018, backup cameras became
a mandated feature on new vehicles
in the United States and Canada. And
by this September, twenty automakers
say that 95 percent of their vehicles will
include Forward Collison Warning (FCW)
and city-speed Automatic Emergency
Braking (AEB). Audi, BMW, Ford/Lincoln,
Honda/Acura, Hyundai/Genesis, Mazda,
Mercedes-Benz, Subaru, Tesla, Toyota/
Lexus, Volkswagen, and Volvo have already
met that goal.

How vital is calibration to the effectiveness
of ADAS? Consider this Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety (IIHS) test highlighting
the frightening result of a misaligned front
camera and its effect on the safety system.
The IIHS tested a vehicle with a frontfacing camera misaligned by 0.6 degrees
to the right. This variance affected “the
perceived collision-threat, thus delaying
the driver’s prompt or brake warning
and then delaying when the vehicle itself
initiates braking,” the IIHS found. The
result was a warning prompt that gave the
driver just 2.8 seconds to respond and

TWICE
AS NICE

The Autel calibration systems include
patterns, targets, radar, and night
vision calibration tools used with the
MaxiSYS ADAS software. In addition to
communicating with the ADAS component
and initiating calibration, the tablet
displays basic yet essential OE-vehicle
requirements to ensure correct vehicle
height, such as parking on level ground,
filling fuel and fluids, and carrying no
additional cargo. Each calibration screen
lists the tools needed, including the correct
vehicle-specific target or pattern part
number. The tablet displays exact OEspecific measurements and easy-to-follow
instructions. The standard frame system is
also available with the IA800 optical frameto-vehicle positioning system that uses
six cameras and wheel-clamp targets to
quickly set the frame’s distance, angle, and
offset to the vehicle. The use of the IA800
significantly reduces the pre-calibration
setup time—the most time-consuming part
of the entire calibration process.
As automakers advance their systems
toward the autonomous vehicle, there
is little doubt that these drivers’ assist
technologies will necessitate technicians
and their shops to evolve and adapt their
learning curve to prosper.

INTELLIGENT ADAS
IA900WA FRAME
The Next Step In ADAS
Calibration Now Includes Wheel
Alignment Technology. One Frame
To Perform 4-Wheel Alignment &
ADAS Calibration.

AUTO HEIGHT WHEEL
ADAS
6 HI-RES
CALIBRATION TRACKING ALIGNMENT CAMERAS

SELFCALIBRATING

IMPROVE SHOP

EFFICIENCY &
PROFITABILITY
• PRECISE OPTICAL
MEASUREMENT WITH 6 HIGH
RESOLUTION CAMERAS
• SELF CALIBRATING CAMERAS,
ALWAYS ACCURATE, EVERY TIME
• CAMERAS AUTOMATICALLY
TRACK VEHICLE HEIGHT ON LIFT
• MAXISYS INTERFACE FOR
WHEEL ALIGNMENT

TEL: (855) 288-3587 • USSUPPORT@AUTEL.COM

AUTEL.COM • MAXITPMS.COM • MAXISYSADAS.COM

©2022 AUTEL U.S. INC., ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

gave the vehicle just 0.9 seconds to brake.

Onthe Road
Advance and Worldpac’s
Supplier & Training Expo
March 24-26, 2022
Orlando, Florida



Automotive service professionals from across North American
gathered in Orlando for Advance Auto Parts and Worldpac’s
Supplier & Training Expo (STX). More than 2,000 technicians,
shop and business owners, service writers, manufacturers and
students took part in technical and management courses led by OE
instructors and trainers from the Worldpac Training Institute and
the Carquest Technical Institute.
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ANNUAL JOBBER SURVEY

FINDING SUCCESS
We surveyed jobbers to get their views on how you run your business. They see opportunities for success, starting with
building knowledge By Adam Malik

JOBBERS ARE VESTED in the success of your
business. An automotive repair and service shop that sees great
business results is great news for the jobber – your success is
their success.
But there are gaps. Jobbers have concerns about how some
shops run their business. We surveyed several shops in Canada
about business practices among their shop customers, as well
as asked them about what they’re doing to serve you better.
Questions in the Annual Jobber Survey were created with help
from shop owners so that we could get answers to questions on
your minds.
Looking at the results, the general consensus is that while
there are good shops out there that excel — for a variety of
reasons — there are just as many and maybe more that are not
doing the things necessary to breed success.
One of the main issues is with some shops' propensity to ask
their jobber for cheap automotive parts. Nearly a third (31 per
cent) of jobbers CARS surveyed picked that as their top issue.
Cheap parts will fail quicker but are an attractive option for
16 M AY / J U N E 2 0 2 2
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consumers who want to spend as little as possible to have their
vehicle repaired or maintained.
When given the opportunity to comment, one respondent
noted this behaviour as repetitive before shops finally learn
their lesson.
“I think there is pressure from the customer sometimes for
a race to the bottom, and I’ve had customers who purchase
two to three used parts or cheaper parts before finally buying a
higher quality one from us quite regularly,” they said.
Meanwhile, another pointed to misguided thinking and a
lack of knowledge about product markups.
“Some focus on the list price and/or the markup between
their cost and list while they should be focused on their cost
and how to properly mark up,” the respondent said. “Many
still think jobbers are selling DIY at list price and don’t try
to justify to their customers why the price of parts are higher
than at a jobber. The old ‘try taking a steak to the restaurant’
story must be told.”
To underscore that point, when asked if automotive

Want more insights?
service providers take management training seriously enough,
an overwhelming majority of jobbers said no. According to our
survey, 69 per cent reported that the excuse they hear is that their
shop customers are too busy. Another 23 per cent said shops say
they’re serious but they don’t show up. In all, that’s 92 per cent of
jobbers reporting that shops don’t take training seriously.
The remaining 8 per cent said they are only able to count on
their best shops showing up.
“This problem is here for a long time. There are many issues to
address. Workforce is hurting,” said one respondent.
“Training is a good thing and we may have a bit of a problem
in our remote area holding live sessions. But shops should be
more proactive with the online training if they are not willing to
travel. Perhaps set aside an hour or two per week — paid — to
take a course,” suggested another.
Others noted that some shops view it as an expense rather than
an investment.
“Shop does not pay for further education. Cheaper to get it on
YouTube,” one answer read.
“Thinking training costs you money — but knowledge makes
you money,” advised a respondent.
Another area of concern that jobbers highlighted was a lack
of proper business management procedures. As mentioned
earlier, the success of a jobber depends on the success of its
shop customers. But jobbers are concerned — and, anecdotally,
have been for quite some time — about the lack of business
preparation and training among shop owners. This extends to
ensuring proper training for technicians, an important aspect as
changes in vehicle technology rapidly accelerates.
“Most techs that became owners weren’t prepared for the
admin and accounting side, so they are not in tune with their
numbers,” one jobber noted as a concern.
“They need to ensure their training and experience is current
and work on proper training. The better shops excel in most
areas,” echoed another.
One observed that competition could drive poor judgment
when it comes to business practices. “[Shops are] too busy
trying to undercut other shops’ door rates and making mistakes
in the process.”
A jobber observed an issue around assuming the customer
can’t afford to pay for repairs or that they won’t want to. “Stop
selling on price. Don’t judge the customer.”
The last comment was a point raised by Clint White, a service
advisor coach and shop consultant with CWI, at the recent
Midwest Auto Care Alliance’s Vision Hi-Tech Training & Expo
in Kansas City. Too often, he said, service advisors will feel bad
about how much a repair will cost or will speak with a wishywashy tone to the customer about how much they will be charged.
A lack of authority in the delivery of the sale will only
undermine shops, he advised. The customer made a conscious
decision to bring their vehicle to you. They know it will cost
money to fix it. So don’t act like you’re giving them bad news —
sell the job, he said.


Scan the QR code to listen to
the CARS Magazine Enhanced
Media segment.

WE ASKED: WHAT PIECE OF ADVICE WOULD
YOU GIVE YOUR SHOP CUSTOMERS GOING
FORWARD?
“Communication is key. Tell us everything in one
shot. Make a list if you have to.”
“Training is essential.”
“Focus on the true cost of the parts from the
jobber, not the price. Are you getting value for
the price you pay? Support, warranty, quality,
delivery, returns, knowledge, programs. Look
at the whole picture, not just the invoice. Be
patient with jobbers, work with them as a partner,
communicate, don’t beat them up. If any problems
don’t get solved in a reasonable timeframe, might
be time to move to another. Remember, it’s a
partnership, not just jobbers selling parts to shops.
We need each other.”
“Keep up with the changing technology and adapt.”
“Call us and quote anything powertrain related
and the majority of the time we can give the most
competitive price for the highest quality parts.”
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“They know their car needs work,” White said. “Speak with
confidence and assume it.”

Delivery and returns

A pair of topics on the mind of some shop owners we asked
as we curated questions for this survey were around delivery
and returns.
While more than half (54 per cent) of jobber respondents
said they were looking at new systems to make it a more
efficient process, a number of them highlighted that this was
an area that has led to strained relationships with some shop
customers.
While non-payment appeared to be the most common
reason for terminating a relationship, issues with returns —
and, relatedly, warranty claims — caused relationships to
become so strained that jobbers have ended relationships with
shops in some cases.
“I would say dishonesty when it comes to warranty or
consistent mis-installation of parts, etc., the quality of work
affecting their returns, etc.,” one jobber wrote.
Several others simply noted too many returns and warranty
claims as drivers of a broken relationship.
When it comes to delivery, shops commented that they
would like to see jobbers provide faster delivery, a better
schedule or priority in exchange for their loyalty. However, a
few jobbers pointed out it’s not that easy.
“Customers don’t appreciate the cost and challenges of
delivery and the costs,” one responded.
Indeed, agreed another. The industry of aftermarket repair
isn’t one where there’s much predictability.
“We would love to get the shops on a schedule, but due to
the nature of the repair industry, I cannot see that happening
as it is hard to predict what you are going to find when taking
the wheels off or opening the hood,” they pointed out.

What is the most common mistake you see your
ASP customers make?

The same respondent also noted the fact that jobbers not
only offer free delivery, but get products to the shop as soon
as possible. In what other industry do customers get free and
relatively immediate delivery?
“Shops need to understand how much this costs a store and
try to be a bit more prepared when doing repairs and not order
one part at a time,” they said. “Also be a little more patient,
sometimes it may take more than 15 minutes to process the
call/invoice, pick the goods and deliver. We have more than
one customer to deal with and try to make each run as efficient
as possible, especially with fuel prices as there are currently.
Remember, no charge for delivery within an hour — anybody
else do that? Furniture, pizza, groceries?”

The future

We asked jobbers about future challenges. While just about
70 per cent of respondents said parts availability/supply chain
was their biggest problem right now, 31 per cent expect that to
be a problem in the years ahead.
Making up the difference between now and the future is
vehicle technology — while none listed it as an issue for them
today, 31 per cent said it would be the biggest challenge or
have the biggest impact on their business down the road.
Nearly four in 10 (38.5 per cent) are adding electric and
hybrid parts to their inventory.
“Demand is currently low but it has to increase as the sales
of those vehicles go up,” noted one jobber.
“We have added some hybrid parts but have very low sales,”
observed another.
Which makes sense. Alternative-power vehicles make up a
small percentage of vehicles in operation in Canada — 5.2 of
all new vehicle registrations in Canada in 2021 were electric
or hybrid, according to Statistics Canada. And there are few
hitting aftermarket shops. That seems to be why the remaining

Do ASP shops take the need for management
and technical training seriously enough?

7.7%
23.1%
23.1%
30.8%

7.7%
69.2%
15.4%
15.4%

Give away their labour
Misunderstand proper mark-up

I can count on the best shops to be there

Buy cheap parts

They say they do, buy then don;t sho up for events

Fail to look for all the repair work

No, they say they're too busy to go to classes

Lack of proper business manangement procedures
Many of these factors
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61.5 per cent of jobbers are not stocking parts for
those vehicles.
“I believe it is five to 10 years away. Electric/
hybrids owners are not spending money,”
observed one respondent.
“The demand is not here yet not for at least
three to five years,” said another.
“Not too great yet but it is coming,” noted a
jobber.

Technology
driven

Understanding

We also asked jobbers to deliver one message
to help you better understand them.
Consider their perspective, consider costs and
be understanding, most of them said.
“We need to make money just like they do —
[by the way] I tell them that every day,” said a
jobber.
“We are doing our very best and yes, we
do sometimes make a mistake and it affects
everyone, but we are usually very busy with a
lot going on behind the scenes with more than
one customer that is not seen by most,” said one
respondent.
“With the amounts of parts required, we
depend on warehouse service a great deal to get
customers their parts. Sometimes that can be
difficult,” explained another.

What has been your biggest challenge
over the last year?

C

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

Parts availability /
Supply chain

15.4%

K

Parts prices
Staffing
Customer attitude

7.7%
69.2%

What will be your biggest challenge /
what will have the biggest impact on
your business in the year ahead?
Parts availability /
Supply chain

Built on our OE engineering
and testing expertise, our
full-service aftermarket
steering and suspension
solution offers premium
parts combined with training
and technical support,
making vehicles drive
cleaner, better, and further
right through their lives.

30.8%

Parts prices
Electrics
Other

30.8%

delphiaftermarket.com
Delphi Technologies is a brand of BorgWarner Inc.

30.8%
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lectric vehicles will change how automotive repair
shops service vehicles. But there will one at least
area that may require more frequent service — and
potentially greater repair opportunities.
As shops see more EVs in their bays, they
will want to take a closer look at the vehicle’s ride control
components, an area that experts are flagging as a concern
in EVs that wouldn’t be as frequent in a traditional-powered
vehicle.
In a report from the Auto Care Association and the
Automotive Aftermarket Suppliers Association, several
aftermarket opportunities with EVs were highlighted. Ride
control was one as where parts can wear down quicker in an
EV compared to an internal combustion engine vehicle.
Electric drive motors can provide high torque at starting
speeds. This may affect the life of half shafts, CV joints, tires
and other undercar components, said Carlos Thimann,
director at Strategy&. Along with Akshay Singh,
partner at Strategy&, he authored the report

entitled Impact of New Technologies in the Automotive
Aftermarket. It was presented at AAPEX 2021 in Las Vegas.
They wrote in the report that there have been multiple
reports of high wear on electric vehicles.
“Even though a lot of this might be engineered into the
product, it could be a situation where there might be some
impact to the life of half shafts or CV joints,” Thimann said
at AAPEX.
This indeed appears to be what’s happening, noted ride
control experts.
“While many EVs currently utilize similar undercar
platforms as their fossil-fueled counterparts, the increase
in weight and torque of an electronic drivetrain can
put more stress on undercar components,” said Andy
Castleman, brand manager at Indiana-based KYB Americas
Corporation.
One issue is a lower centre of gravity on electrics, observed
Victor Moreira, technical services manager at Mevotech
in Toronto. “All of these factors work together to add an
increased amount of strain on undercar components, causing
them to wear in a shorter amount of time when compared to a
traditional vehicle.”
Original equipment manufacturers and, in turn,
aftermarket companies, will need to figure out how
to make stronger, lighter components to counter the
added weight and drivetrain stress, Castleman said.
“Lighter components will also help to increase
the range of the EV,” he added.

These are complicated and sophisticated systems, Castleman
observed, and it’s up to the aftermarket to ensure the right
guidance and education is given to support these products.
He recommended distributors and wholesalers work with
manufacturers that provide training and online support for these
such technologies.
Furthermore, challenges are being presented by complex
shapes and materials and design space connstraints, Moreira
told CARS.
“We also need to take the component’s strength-to-weight ratio
into consideration when adapting the materials used. With EVs,
even the magnetization of components during manufacturing may
need to be addressed with a demagnetization process, in order
to prevent any potential interference with the vehicle’s electronic
systems,” he added. “Applying the correct detailed analysis and
having a true understanding of these elaborate systems are really the
only solutions to successfully working around these challenges.”

SHOP CONCERNS
For now, shops will use standard shocks, trusts and ride
control components in general on EVs. However, major changes
will be internal, noted Castleman. Manufacturers will adjust
valve codes and spring rates to fit the increased torque and
weight of the EVs.
“Technicians need to understand that, like gas vehicles, the
EV undercar components will wear and need to be replaced,” he
said. “Replacing ride control on [electric] vehicles will ensure the
vehicles performed as they were originally designed.”
Furthermore, Castleman added, the lifespan of an EV will
mean technicians will be replacing ride control and undercar
components.
“Existing installation techniques will continue to be effective
until, or if, new technologies and designs specific to EVs are
developed,” he told CARS.
But changes have been taking place for many years now,
Moreira said. He stressed the importance of technicians
referencing the vehicle’s service manual to ensure all steps, from
diagnostics to final installation, are done correctly. The old ways
of working are no more.

“The ‘prybar inspections’ widely used on chassis components
are not acceptable on many late-model vehicles and can provide
false failures and potentially damage the components being
tested,” he explained. “The changes in materials and designs also
mean that strict adherence to torque specifications is required
when tightening fasteners. Over or under torquing a fastener
can come with some fairly dire consequences, and it’s never
been more important to ensure the right amount of torque is
being applied.”
Technicians also need to be far more careful when removing
worn parts. Material and component designs could lead to
inadvertent damage.
“Gone are the days of removal by hammer and installation by
impact gun,” Moreira said.
Shops should also be working with their jobber to ensure
they’re aware of the parts needed, especially if the shop is seeing
more EVs roll in. Jobbers need to know is certain parts are
wearing out quicker or need replacing more often
“You want your jobber to be prepared so you can get
your parts as fast as possible,” Castleman noted. “Passing on
information about what parts are wearing the quickest and
being replaced most often will help your jobber carry the correct
inventory.”
Shops should also be checking in with their jobber about
added features in ride control products.
“Having a good understanding of component upgrades and
how they benefit the vehicle will help shops explain to their
customers what is being installed on their vehicle and validate
that the choice they made was educated, rather than just based
on price point or availability,” Moreira said.
To be ready for change, both Castleman and Moreira stressed
the importance of training.
“Having the right tools and training is imperative when it
comes to being prepared for this new wave of change. Adapting
the skillset of technicians to safely and correctly both diagnose
and repair EVs is going to determine how successful a shop can
be in building its reputation as a trustworthy EV repair facility,”
Moreira said.
“Technicians should have the knowledge and experience
needed to analyze issues with EV undercar components,”
Castleman said.

You wouldn‘t change the oil
without changing the filter...

Why would you change the clutch
without changing the hydraulics?
www.aftermarket.schaeffler.us
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MOBILE TIRE

Going mobile is key

to aftermarket's future
By Nason Higinbotham

Mobile service doesn’t drag down the industry — it's an evolution of providing high level service to customers

W

ith the long-term future of the aftermarket
industry under threat, new offerings like
mobile service are here to stay.
Over the course of the pandemic, while the
automotive industry carried forward as an
essential service, the world around us changed dramatically.
E-commerce sales grew by more than 40 per cent in 2021.
One study found that about one quarter of respondents noted
convenience as the deciding factor in where they choose to
give their business.
The change in consumer demand goes beyond convenience.
We’re seeing it in the adoption of electric vehicles. It’s
impacting the price of real estate. The way consumers shop,
what they buy and how they live is putting pressure on the
aftermarket industry.
To channel H.G. Wells: We must “adapt or perish.”
After years of research, Fountain Tire launched its
TireMobile offering in the Lower Mainland of B.C. in 2021.
Other major players will follow suit. There are already a variety
of other, smaller operators across the country. This is more
than a growing trend — it’s our opportunity to adapt.
The rise of mobile has gained recent media attention, too.



In the January/February issue of CARS, Bruce Eccles credited
mobile tire service as leading a race to the bottom, wrought
with safety concerns, financial risks and the lost revenue of
unperformed maintenance. As mobile offerings disrupt the
industry, the hesitation from shop owners is understandable.
Change is hard.
But the truth is, we need to innovate to advance our
industry.
In a consumer landscape where convenience is king, the
local auto shop as we know it is on a fast-track to extinction.
Lease rates are rising exponentially — we’re seeing renewal
rates in the Lower Mainland of up 170 per cent in some cases.
For many markets, escalating real estate values and the trickledown to lease rates and property taxes are the largest threat to
aftermarket sustainability.
That is, if you can find real estate. Aftermarket shops
are being pushed to the fringe as major centres face
redevelopment and landlords have ample choice for tenants.
Local, independent service facilities that once flourished on
neighbourhood corners have been replaced with condos,
bakeries and bike shops. The occasional car dealership left in
the community is poised to absorb our lost business.
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The further we are from our city centres, the less
convenience we can offer our customers. Shuttle and pick-up/
drop-off options only go so far. Mobile service is an additional
tool in the proverbial toolbox that offers another option to
those who not only want at-home service but are also coming
to expect it.
That consumer is also proving to be unique. With the
redevelopment of our inner-city neighbourhoods comes a
different kind of resident — one that is lifestyle focused. These
customers have fewer vehicles, but drive newer ones, most of
which are still under warranty. We’ve seen TireMobile attract
a new segment of the market rather than drawing customers
who require extensive repair. It’s allowing us to have a presence
in new communities and look after new customers who would
otherwise be out of reach.
The connection between new markets and established stores
makes our model successful and different from others who
have come before us.
In his article, Eccles speculates, “at the top of the list of
problems [with mobile service] is losing the opportunity
to service the vehicle properly.” Fountain Tire’s TireMobile
technicians perform a digital vehicle inspection and provide
a report to customers — complete with photos and videos —
so the customer can see exactly what is happening with their
vehicle. The report is shared with the closest Fountain Tire
location and the servicing store takes care of educating the
customer.
Admittedly, we cannot perform the same depth of
inspection as we can in-store, but we firmly believe taking
the time to educate a customer allows them to make an
informed decision about next steps. The biggest driver of
underperformed maintenance is a lack of consumer education
on why a repair is required. We, the aftermarket, should be
channelling our focus to educating our associates so they can,
in turn, educate our customers.
As an early adopter in this space, Fountain Tire had the
opportunity to set the bar for mobile tire service. We’ve set it
high. For those exploring mobile, I offer the following:
• Consider mobile as a part of a greater automotive service
ecosystem. Mobile tire services work well when backed
by established processes, stringent safety protocols,
established HR programs and brick-and-mortar stores
offering mechanical service.
• Employ certified technicians. Fountain Tire’s technicians
are TIA-certified, whether in-store or working with our
TireMobile fleet. This high standard ensures the safety of
our associates and highest level of care for our customers’
vehicles.
• Adhere to stringent safety protocols and set customer
expectations accordingly. Safety standards should not be
compromised for unusual locations or inclement weather.
If a job site is not safe, do not perform the service.
• Provide a thorough inspection. Mobile tire service
provides a great opportunity to help the customer
understand the overall health of their vehicle. Even
without a hoist, many mechanical issues can be flagged
and safety concerns addressed.
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• Work with your insurance provider to manage liability.
Fountain Tire has been providing on-the-farm tire
service since 1956. We service vehicles in fleet yards, on
construction sites and at mining facilities. The concept of
work outside the shop is not new to our company, and it is
not new to our insurance providers.
In the way we band together to promote careers in the
automotive industry, don’t we owe it to one other to adapt to
changing market forces and innovate in a way that benefits us
all? We must look at mobile tire services not as a race to the
bottom, but a way to build a new segment of loyal customers
and move our industry forward — with the same rigor, quality
of work and safety as in our shops.
Nason Higinbotham is general manager, B.C. & Yukon Stores at Fountain
Tire.

Is the collision industry
heading for a crash?

AIA Canada’s latest research
report, Collision Repair
Sector Landscape Study,
maps out the current state
of the collision industry and
helps its readers navigate
the road ahead.

GET IT NOW!

www.aiacanada.com/products.html

BAYWATCH
CORNER MODULES

FOLDING RULERS

TRW’s corner module product line
expanded with 637 new part numbers last
year. Its fferings now cover 376 million
vehicles. The additions all came in 2021.
They included 170 chassis components covering nearly 117 million
vehicles in operation (VIO), 301 suspension components covering
more than 211 million VIO and 112 braking components covering
almost 52 million VIO. The new SKUs cover include a stabilizer bar
link kit for Ford Escape 2013-2019 and Lincoln MKC 2015-2019;
control arm for Cadillac Escalade, Chevrolet Avalanche, Suburban
and various other GM models from 2002-2019; and brake pad kit for
various 2017-2020 Audi models.

Mueller-Kueps has introduced colourful
and bright Neon Folding Rulers. The rules
feature universal use with metric and
imperial measurements. They are doublesided with one side going to 2 m and the other side going to 6.5 ft. A
protractor is built-in with 45-, 60-, 75- and 90-degree measurements.
Made in Germany, the rulers are sturdy will keep shape when
extended. Available in #905 030 neon yellow, #905 031 neon green,
#905 032 neon orange and #905 033 with all three colours.

www.aftermarket.zf.com

www.mueller-kueps.com

CHASSIS AND SUSPENSION

Advanced Intelligent Chassis Systems
(ADVICS) unveiled a new line of ultrapremium brake fluids, the DOT 3 and
DOT 4 LV formulations for disc, drum and ABS systems. Both
formulations are ultra-premium synthetic. Both formulations’ wet and
dry boiling points (DOT 3 wet 307 degrees Fahrenheit, dry 500 degrees
Fahrenheit; DOT 4 LV wet 355 degrees Fahrenheit, dry 510 degrees
Fahrenheit) exceed industry boiling point benchmarks. High boiling
points are necessary to prevent air bubbles from forming in the brake
lines, which could lead to decreased braking performance.

The TRW product line grew in February. ZF
Aftermarket announced the new additions
give access to 19 million vehicles. The SKUs
added to the TRW product ranges include
11 chassis components covering more
than seven million vehicles in operation (VIO) and 21 suspension
components covering more than 11.5 million VIO. The new SKUs
cover a wide range of vehicle makes and models including: Ball joint
for 2011-2020 Dodge Durango, 2011-2020 Jeep Grand Cherokee;
Control arm for 2011-2015 Dodge Durango and 2011-2017 Jeep Grand
Cherokee; Control arm for 2012-2014 Mercedes-Benz C- and E-class,
various model years 2008-2014; Control arm for 2013-2020 Ford
Fusion, 2013-2020 Lincoln MKZ.

www.advicsaftermarket.com

www.trwaftermarket.com

ULTRA-PREMIUM BRAKE FLUID
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NEW POWER
STEERING
BRAND

Cardone
Industries has launched Modulus. It offers
premium power steering replacement
products. The new division has engineered
brand-new components in custom packaging.
According to an announcement from
Cardone, it “represents a new approach to
meet the changing demands of the steering
aftermarket.” Modulus offers new power
steering pumps, rack and pinion units, and
power steering gears with a 10-year, 100,000mile warranty. It also offers a technical service
hotline manned by experienced ASE-certified
technicians.
www.modulusparts.com

PACKOUT
EXPANSION

Milwaukee
Tool expanded
its Packout Modular Storage System with
the addition of a Tool Tray to give users a
versatile and durable storage solution. The
tray features ‘stack or store’ functionality,
providing modular connectivity with any
Packout solution and storage within the
rolling tool chest, rolling toolbox, XL toolbox,
or the large toolbox. It has a customizable
internal layout with quick-adjust dividers.
These create up to six separate storage
compartments, allowing users to configure
the layout that works for them. The tray has
a metal reinforced handle and a 25 lb. weight
capacity.
www.milwaukeetool.ca

LOCKBOX
FOR JEEP
GLADIATORS

Tuffy Security
Products has
introduced a
compact Underseat Lockbox for 2020-2022
Jeep Gladiator models. Model #368 measures
6.75x12.75x 5 inches to fit under the rear seat
within the OEM plastic fence. It has more
than 400 cubic inches of out-of-sight lockable
storage to conceal documents, electronics
and other valuables. Contents are protected
by Tuffy’s Pry-Guard Locking System with a
10 tumbler double bitted security lock with
1/8-inch-thick welded steel components. It
is constructed of welded steel with a textured
black powder coat finish. The lockbox has a


weather resistant lid design that incorporates
a pin-lock hinging system for added security.
www.tuffyproducts.com

COLOUR MATCH LIGHT

The M12 Paint and Detailing
Colour Match Light from
Milwaukee Tool is available for
transportation maintenance
professionals. The light provides
the LED colour quality and
run-time with five colour
temperatures to replicate natural sunlight.
It has 1000 lumens of output with a 98plus Colour Rendering Index to illuminate
metallics and imperfections in the paint.
Additionally, the variations in colour
temperature provide professionals with a full
spectrum of sunlight from early morning to
midday and overcast. It is powered by M12
RedLithium batteries. The light has three
power modes that provide up to 14 hours of
output and run-time on low.
www.milwaukeetool.ca

WHEEL HUB
ASSEMBLY

Mevotech has
expanded its Supreme product line to
include wheel hub assemblies. The Supreme
hubs feature a roll form lock down design
to ensure bearing preload for reduced
vibration, premium seals with a three- or
four-point seal design, reinforced ABS
sensor with enhanced wiring harness with
integrated strain reliefs, premium lithium
synthetic grease that is resistant to wear, high
temperature and extreme pressure, increased
flange thickness that has 20 per cent more
material to reduce flex while the hub is
turning and more. All mounting hardware
and precise torque specs are included in the
box for a complete install.

Boost
Your Shop

Profits

Get this
complete Shop
Management
Software
• User friendly invoicing
• Full accounting module
• Free updates & support
• Customer Retention Module (CRM)
• Much, much more!

www.mevotech.com

BRAKE
COMPONENT
COVERAGE

First Brands
Group has
brought in
new part numbers to Raybestos line in the
categories of brake friction, rotors, calipers,
master cylinders and brake cables. More than
100 new part numbers are now available

Call us for a

FREE
tryout at

1-800-268-4044

www.vlcom.com

BAYWATCH

for domestic and international nameplate
late-model and luxury vehicles, including
2020-2022 coverage for Buick, Ford, Honda,
Hyundai, Jaguar, Jeep, Mazda, Mercedes-Benz,
Nissan, Ram, Scion and Toyota. Areas the
company highlighted were in the Raybestos
Police brake pad coverage for 2021 and 2022
Ford Explorer and Police Interceptor utility
vehicles, as well as new coated rotor numbers
for popular 2022 truck, SUV and passenger
car applications, including Ford F-150, Nissan
Sentra and Honda CR-V.
www.brakepartsinc.com

COMPOSITE TOOLS

A new mini composite tool
from Mueller-Kueps is now
available. The Micro Die
grinder with “Bionigrip” is
used for precise grinding
and milling with a variable speed twist throttle
to provide speed control. This tool features
maximum concentricity through its precision
collet, minimal vibration and less kick back.

It provides low noise level and easy handling
from the “Bionigrip” surface. The carbide
milling and grinding burrs 5-piece kit allows
the user to drill out hard metals such as broken
taps or drill bits. These can also drill out
broken bolts, cut through the outer race of a
bearing, grind bumpers, dashboards and more.
www.mueller-kueps.com

TWO NEW POLISHERS

Two new
polishers for
polishing and
heavy correction
applications
have been released by Milwaukee Tool. The
M18 Fuel 15mm and 21mm Random Orbital
Polishers are replacement for corded tools.
It was designed with ergonomics in mind to
deliver all-day comfort and more control.
The backing plates stay cool in application
which allows for all-day, heavy-duty use. Both
polishers were designed with a variable speed
trigger featuring an 8-position speed dial and

trigger lock-on button. Users can expect up
to 53 minutes of standard polishing time, and
up to 20 minutes of runtime when completing
heavy-correction applications.
www.milwaukeetool.ca

CHASSIS AND
CONTROLLER
ARMS

ZF’s TRW line added
12 chassis components
covering over 12.8
million vehicles in operation (VIO) and 42
control arms covering approximately 24.5
million VIO in March. Included in the new
SKUs are ball joints for 1994-1999 Dodge Ram
1500, 1994-1996 Ram 2500, 1985-2001 Jeep
Cherokee, 1986-1992 Comanche, 1993-2004
Grand Cherokee, 1985-1990 Wagoneer, 19952017 Wrangler; control arm and ball joint
assemblies for 2015-2020 Cadillac Escalade
and Escalade ESV, 2015-2018 Chevrolet
Silverado 1500, 2019 Silverado 1500 LD, 20152020 Suburban, 2015-2020 Tahoe, 2015-2018

“You need it, we’ve got it”.
That’s NAPA know-how
Over 500,000 vehicle parts and products in inventory, all ready
for delivery: that’s over 500,000 good reasons to make us your
number one partner. napacanada.com
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BAYWATCH

GMC Sierra 1500, 2019 Sierra Limited, 2015-2020 Yukon, 20152020 Yukon XL; and tie rod end for 2015-2021 Ford Edge, 20132020 Fusion, 2017-2020 Lincoln Continental, 2016-2018 MKX
www.aftermarket.zf.com
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WHEEL HUB
ASSEMBLIES, REPAIR
KITS

NTN has added 16 new product
SKUs to the BCA aftermarket
product line. This release includes wheel hub assemblies and repair
kits for several import and domestic applications, covering almost
seven million vehicles in operation. The new SKUs supplement
BCA’s coverage for popular Asian brands, including Hyundai, Kia,
Nissan, Infinity, Toyota, Lexus and Mazda. There is also added
coverage for Mercedes-Benz GLS-Class SUVs, which recently
began production with the 2020 model year. The company also
added coverage for multiple Ford brands, including the first
generation Ford Fusion platform, the third generation mid-cycle
refresh of the Expedition/Navigator, and the first generation of
Ford’s high-performance F-150 SVT Raptor.
www.BCABearings.com
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YPA SPOTLIGHT

Georgia Ludwig
Young Professionals in the Aftermarket (YPA) is an organization with a mission to act as the voice and the resource
for the young professionals in the automotive industry. To further its mandate of ensuring the future growth and
prosperity of the industry, the YPA is pleased to introduce it’s YPA Spotlight Series where current members share
their experiences, insights and industry outlooks.
Name: Georgia Ludwig
Company: Energizer Holdings, Inc.
Title: National account manager
Number of years in the aftermarket: 16

How long have you worked in the automotive industry? How many of those
years are in the automotive aftermarket?

I’ve been in the automotive industry for 16 years. Wow, that seems like a long time,
but it’s really flown by. I’ve been in the aftermarket the entire time, and there has
never been a dull moment. I started as a business analyst for Honeywell — which
owned FRAM, Prestone and Autolite at the time. Several years and a few acquisitions
gave me the opportunity to work in a variety of different roles within sales and
marketing with all three of the brands. It has been a great experience so far and I look
forward to my years to come in the industry.

Have you had an industry mentor?

I’ve worked with a lot of great people over the last 16 years. I’ve been so incredibly
fortunate to have been surrounded by so many intelligent, supportive, and interesting
individuals — many with very different personalities. Pretty early on I realized that the
greatest mentor isn’t one person, but pieces — the best qualities and characteristics
of the people that have been a part of my journey. I try my best to be consciously
aware of the characteristics that I like and admire in others and to try to integrate
those qualities into my own behaviors. The great part is that there is always someone
new, with a unique and interesting insight and approaches, which means that there is
always an opportunity for me to grow.

What does your participation in the YPA mean to you? What would you like to
see us as a committee achieve in years to come?

The automotive aftermarket is ever-changing. It’s not the same today as it was 10
years ago, and it won’t be the same as it is today, 10 years from now. It’s a slow
change — or maybe it’s fast, I guess it depends on what aspect you’re looking at. The
biggest challenge is letting people know the diverse opportunities that are available
within the industry. I love the support that the YPA gives, not only to people looking
to get into the industry, but also to individuals who just entered. YPA is a great
resource and advocate to attract and maintain future talent.

What advice would you give someone either starting in the industry
or looking to transition into the industry?

The automotive industry is so diverse — I don’t think everyone realizes that. It’s much
more complex than just traditional vehicle service and repair. There are opportunities
within so many different fields within automotive and so much room for growth –
no matter what your personal strengths and professional/career goals. I think AIA
Canada would be a great resource to anyone new to the industry. Follow them on
social and look for ways to engage with individuals or with events or activities.
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We’re not reinventing the wheel.

Just perfecting
the hub.

Complete suspension solutions now available
with new Supreme Hubs. Trusted durability,
tested endurance and unsurpassed quality.
READY TO GO RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX.

Mevotech.com

YOU’RE COVERED
Evolve your technical skills for the future with training from
Carquest Technical Institute® and Worldpac Training Institute®.

STEERING SPECIALISTS

by Honeywell

worldpac.com | worldpac.ca

Access technical training, quality brands
and business solutions all in one place.

